Choose the Word

**Directions:** Read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence and is spelled correctly. Remember to use what you know about Greek and Latin elements to help you figure out the meaning of words.

1. My sister ____________ studies math at college, but she is also studying Spanish.
   - consequentially  consecuentially  primarily  protorily

2. The ____________ period of history is also called the Middle Ages.
   - medieval  midieval  primal  primmal

3. On the spring ____________, day and night are almost exactly the same length all over the world.
   - protoeval  equinox  equanox  primeval

4. The softball team won two ____________ games, one last week and one this week.
   - prototive  primitive  consecutive  consequtive

5. Mom stepped in to ____________ the argument between James and Miguel.
   - mediate  midiate  prosacute  prosecute

6. Suzy cut the cake and Roberto chose the first piece, so the servings were ____________.
   - equatable  equidistant  equadistant  equitable

7. Lisa is a ____________ teenager who enjoys listening to music and spending time with her friends.
   - intermediary  intramediary  prototypical  primatypical

8. When you’re having a bad day, it can be hard to keep your ____________.
   - equanimity  protocol  equanimmity  protokol